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1.Michener Art’s Museum (MAM) archived tapes project is moving along. 3 tapes left
to post on the web. Early June now seems a realistic deadline.
2. Historic Carversville Society project has gone before their Board and been
approved. However their volunteer time is limited so we will not get to next steps until
mid summer .
In September I have been asked to visit their Board meeting to talk
about the project.
3. Will Rivinus’ has expressed interest in doing a 6th interview on the topic of his major
book: the Delaware and Lehigh National Heritage Corridor. Jack Donahue has said he
will do it.
4. A list of possible interviewees is attached.
5. Ranulp Bye’s daughter, Catherine Bye Caster’s tape of her family talking about
Bycroft are posted tour site.
6. Phoebe Taylor, Artist, horsewoman and author Oral History is on line. Her
pamphlet/books are scanned. Beth has them and in June/July she will be able to post
them to our “Book Collection” under Library on the web.
7. Nancy Pyle McGee contacted us with high praise for our total web site. A second
email has been forwarded to Judy for looking to see what we ahvce in the archives on
the houses Ms. McGee is interested in. She will visit from Florida in May/June and we
plan to do an oral history of her memories of her Solebury life in particular her
experiences at the schoolhouse in the 1940’s, teachers etc. She will also bring photos
of her and her friends at the Schoolhouse from this time, something our archives lack!
8. Gayle Goodman may come on board as an interviewer. Will take a few meetings to
get this going.
9. Robert met with DeeDee Bowman of NHHS to discuss her ideas on jointly tackling
getting volunteer interviewers identified, trained and active. While this is not so easy,
we will continue to talk about our mutuel ideas and see what we can generate.
DeeDee has a good list of possible interviewee but now understands the interviewers
are the issue.
End of report
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